
ber? 
dates using a medium current. 
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Suggestions for Treating Various Ailments (Cont.) 
skin. Apply any antiseptic lubricant to the 
electrode before using. 
Asthma:—Apply general electrode over the 
chest and throat glands for about five minutes 
using a strong current. A long period of daily 
treatment may be necessary in chronic cases. 
Bruises: 

affected. Treat from five to ten minutes using 
“a strong of medium current. — 

' Bunions:—Use general electrode in direct con- 
tact with the skin. Treat for. about five min- 

4 

the Bienca area, using a eal current. Give 
short treatments two or three times a day. 
Braim Fag:—Use the general electrode over 
the forehead and eyes. Also treat the back of 
the head and neck, using a strong current and 
keeping the electrode in direct contact with the 
skin. Treat the spine also. 
Stiff Muscies:—Use the general electrode to 
massage the muscles after strenuous exercise 
when stiffness occurs. Use a medium to strong 
current. Give five to ten minute treatments. 
The heat and direct contact of the electrode 
mith-t.e-core musclos-should bring reliant. 

ee ckheads:—Apply talcum powder to the 
_4. Using the general electrode give a mild 

Satment or medium treatment for about five 
inutes. 

Bronchitis: 

Asthma. 
Give treatment as sugeested for 

elec: 

pe to. 
Do not use your Violet Ray outhit when 

the hands or body are wet. 

Take good care of the connecting cords of 
your Violet Ray Machine. Keep them dry and 
free from knots and twists. When signs of 
wear appear have the cords replaced. 

It is advisable to hold the handle of the 
machine at the end away from the electrode. 
Should the current be turned on, the current 
will jump from the tip of the handle to the 
hands, if they are near at the end at which the 
electrodes are inserted. 
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the comb back and forth over the entire coal 
for about five minutes every day. Do not y ere 
the Violet Ray immediately after applying 
any preparations containing more than 

forty per cent alcohsl. Be sure the hair i, 
dry. 

Gout:—Apply the general electrode to the 
spine to stimulate the system. Then apply the . 

—same-electrode, to tie painful grea, with a 
medium current. Keep the electrode in contact 

F with / the skin but move it about. Pain may be 
ot tere 

treatment. 
Headaches:— Peadaches | in A the font and rear 
parts of the head can be velieved by using 
the zeneral electrode over the seat of the pain. 
Keep the electrode in loose contact with the 
skin and treat until relief comes. This pouely 
takes from five to ten minutes. 
Inse imamaia -—Use the general electrode, keep- 
ing it in light contact with the back of the head 
and neck, going down the spine for about five 
minutes just before retiring. 
Lumbago:—Apply the strong current through 
the clothing | using as strong a current .as you 

can stand. Ke ep moving tue clecirTae Giuulette 

After continued treatment the pain should be 
relieved. 
Neuralgia:—To obtain a hurried relief of 
neuralgia use the general electrode. Pass back 
and forth in light contact with the skin giving. 
ten minute treatments as needed. 

j Neuritis: saoUse the: general ae csas and apply - 
9 the seat of the: pain or.to the entire body, 

& upon conditions. Start with’ a pes: : 
current and) gradually. eed _Giv 

nS 17 Se so ey 2 

Se : se 

See or nein: ‘electrode. - Tike toe 

The Violet Ray should not be used when any 
tonic or medicant, containing a high percent- 
age of alcohol has been applied to the body or 
hair. 

Be sure that the current is always turned off 
when the instrument is not in use. 

There is nothing to oil on your Violet Ray 
Machine. The only care necessary is to keep 
it clean and dry. 

Start any treatment with a mild discharge 
and increase it gradually to the required 
strength. This will insure painless treatment. 

C-555 

noticed at first but relief -f should follow the . 

: will, prove. ‘beneficial ‘in < any nee 
treatment also to. ‘BS (OVEL the Spe ae the u 

ad structions on. .the : Flowing pages. 

- ‘is: shroughs.t these t units ; th 5: 
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Instructions for Ward's 

_ Violet Ray Machine _ 
Set eee 

hese instructions have been prepared to help you to get A best 
results from your Violet Ray Machine. Of course if you wish to get 
the fullest satisfaction from it you must follow very carefully the in- 

“ake Fu are a a. very eee pant of your Violet “Ray outfit. 
as ite. current. is. directed ‘ir 

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Mor MonES Back 
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Portland Oakland Fort Worth Denver 



-- your electric light, socket. - 
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Flow to Use the Violet Ray Machine 
Current 

Controlling 
Knob 

To Electric Connecting 

| : 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR WARD'S VIOLET Ray Macuinge 

The Electrodes 

Light Socket 

Electrode 

Electrode 

Socket 

Picture i—This illustration shows very clearly the different 
make it easier for you to follow the directions given. 

If you have purchased the outhit with 
the separate control box-proceed-as follows: 

~ Insert the electrode. you want to use in the ate 
‘socket i in the handle. ee insert the 1 

“4s brought in ce 

Nea? “LOCAL “APPLICATIONS: Gee 

A focal application is the treating: of one 
specific part of the body. If there are pains 
in the shoulder, the electrode should be ap- 
plied directly to the painful part. After a 
few minutes of treatment the part being treated 
will become slightly reddened. This is caused 
by the blood that is sent in response to the 
stimulation secured from the treatment. 

2. GENERAL APPLICATIONS: 
General applications are recommended for all 

nervous troubles. By holding the electrode in 
the hand the entire body is saturated with elec- 
trical energy which gives a quieting effect. 

Handle 

Cord 

Unscrew Base 

Parts of your Violet Ray Machine. This will 

‘it os wise to have the FS WHEE low and.make. 
itact with the electrode. quickly both when 

g and finishing treatment. Be sure 
to) metal objects from your clothing 
is, metal ee ete. ee before —s 

insert ie. ae in your 
or the Rnob at the end ioe 

Mi it is te treatment. For this + reasot son 

ee ES APPLICATIONS: 
Indirect application is a combination of 

local and general treatment and requires two 
people. The person to be treated holds the 
electrode firmly in one hand, so that the 
Violet Ray will pass into the body. The SeC- 

ond person by touching with the hand, finger 

tips or another electrode, the part of the 
patient’s body to be treated can draw the 
violet ray to this spot. This concentrated 
stimulation is very beneficial. 

Indirect treatment not only benefits one 
specific part but also the entire body by saturat- 
ing it with electrical energy. 

7 mentioned above 
Here For Rérmoving7, 

Broken Electrode Rg 

| "preserve the 1 natural Golek of the nee 

“COMB GENERAL \ 
ELECTRODE 

—————= ——————— 
METAL ELECTRODE 

ELECTRODE 
‘THROAT \ 
ELECTRODE 

SPINE 
ELECTRODE 

Picture 2—This shows the various electrodes which are furnished with your Violet Ray Machine. This 
variety of appliances has been furnished in order that you might give treatments with the greatest ease. 

If you have purchased the outfit with the 
separate control box there are three electrodes 
included in your set, the general electrode, 
the throat electrode and the comb electrode. 

If you have purchased the Violet Ray Ma- 
chine with the entire mechanism in the handle, 
you have three electrodes 1 in addition to those 

; the spine electrode, the eye 
Petmcde and the metal electrode. ° 

1. GENERAL ELECTRODE: This elec- 
trode is for general use on the entire body. You 
will find it can be used for the majority of 
ceenaa 

*COMB ELECTRODE: This electrode 
is eae so that it can be ‘pulled easily 
through the hair. ‘The thousands of tiny elec- 
tric sparks that. find contact on the head as a 
result of this treatment gently massage the 
nerves and blood vessels of the scalp. 

3. THROAT ELECTRODE: “his elec- 
trode i is designed to fit over the neck. You will 

_ find it helpful in treating ailments of the neck 
“such as tonsilitis and rae neck. : 

4. THE SPINE ELECTRODE: This elec- 
trode is so designed that the two points which 
find contact with the body fit over the spinal 
column and in this way make treatment more 
convenient. 

5. METAL ELECTRODE: This appliance 
deliveys a strong current and is excellent for _ 
general treatment. The patient can hold t} 
electrode without any muscular contractioi. 

6. EYE ELECTRODE: This electrode is so 
constructed that it fits closely over the eye. 
It is used for the treatment of eye complaints 
and for stimulating. the- optic nerve. , 

‘These. electrodes. can. be. washed ee soap oe 
and water without harm. to them. cee 
clean: a PEs the best results. 4s : By aa oy 

6 ae ee 
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Suggestions. for eebie Vasioas ee 
The following information has been taken 

from cases where physicians or clinics have 
obtained excellent results. The information 
given will prove helpful ; in treating the various 
ailments. After using the Violet Ray a short 
time you will learn the best method of treating 
your particular case. It must be remembered 
that no two people respond to any treatment 
in exactly the same way. Only by actual trial 
can one be certain of the benefits to be obtained. 
In general, any malady that yields to heat 
treatment will be helped by Violet Ray ap- 
pec vicns 

Remember the three methods and the two 
effects that can be obtained. Do not use the 
Violet Ray on the hair or body in connection 
with any tonic containing a high percentage of 
alcohol. This machine is not a cure-all but has 
been found helpful in the treatment of the fol- 
lowing conditions. 

Acne: (pimples):—General application with 
the general electrode over the affected area. 

Abscess:—For abscesses the use of the generiil’ 
electrode has been found to be the most bene- 
ficial. Keep the electrode in contact with the 


